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We now know how to move sprites around the screen and handle them moving off the edges of the 

screen.  The next step … where there is one sprite, there often is another. 

As soon as you have two sprites on the screen, odds are you will want to know when they hit each 

other; in other words when they collide.  This is what is referred to as collision detection. 

Guess what…this involves some more math.    Gotta love it! 

In most games you play, the objects on the screen are fairly complex, likely 3-D objects rendered 

with shaded textures.  These objects may have strange, unusually shaped outlines which will it 

make difficult to determine when two of these intersect.  Hey, there is a math term …intersect … 

remember this from your geometry class? 

Now in this class we’re dealing with 2-D sprites so our lives are quite a bit simpler.  You could 

still have a very unusual, asymmetrically shaped sprite … here is an example: 

 

This image has many gaps, for instance consider the tail: as it bends it creates little narrow spaces 

between the sections of the tail that are not part of the dragon but are part of the image.  Suppose in 

the game you throw a little rock at this dragon to get its attention … if you were going to be 

extremely accurate you’d have to figure out if the little rock sprite had gone through one of the 

gaps between the tail parts…not an easy job at all. 

Most of the time in a game, what you are trying to do is create an illusion of realism without 

necessarily trying to exactly model reality.  Not only would that be extremely difficult but it would 

require a super computer to run.  So we take short-cuts, but try to do it in a way that still “feels” 

right. 
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One short-cut that can be very effective is to simply say each sprite is actually a rectangle and 

tighten that rectangle up as close to the image parts as possible.  We call this a “bounding box.”   It 

is much easier to determine if two rectangles intersect that the far more complex shape of the 

dragon.  Here is a very crude 1
st
 pass with our dragon.  Notice how the bounding box touches the 

farthest point in each direction? 

 

Now, I’ll bet you can immediately see a problem with this scheme…there are lots of “non-dragon” 

parts of this rectangle.  What if the rock hits the bottom-right corner of this rectangle (on the white 

off the dragon)?  Well if we are using this rectangle as our bounding box, we’d have to assume the 

rock hit the dragon, which it really didn’t.  I’m sure you’ve played games in which you thought for 

sure you hit or missed and the game said the opposite.  It is possible it was a bounding box 

problem. 
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How could we improve this?  Well one way would be to break the image up into major sections 

and put a smaller bounding box around each.  This would help make collision detection more 

realistic (feel right) but at the same time make it far more complicated.  You’d have to check each 

bounding box one at a time.  Obviously the more bounding boxes you make, the tighter you can 

get around the object and the better your collision detection can be.  

 

Notice there are still bounding boxes that include non-dragon parts.  Also notice there are some 

parts of the dragon that are not in a bounding box, for instance the tips of the points on the tail.  Is 

this perfect?  Nope, but it is starting to move in the right direction.  Please note this example is 

very sloppy … I plopped the example bounding boxes down in a hurry.  You would want to do this 

very carefully! 

Any other ideas for improvements?  Well I suppose you could notice there are many regions of the 

dragon that are triangular in form…you could have bounding triangles as opposed to rectangles.  

Obviously the further you go with this, the more complicated it becomes.  What you are after is the 

fine line between reality (it “feels” right or good enough) and your ability to code it and get it to 

run smoothly on “normal” computers. 
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So, how do we tell if two bounding boxes have intersected?  Well, what does intersect mean?  In 

simplest terms it means that the boundaries of the images have overlapped. 

Let’s keep this simple.  Let’s just consider two rectangular bounding boxes.  To tell if they are 

overlapped, take a look at the following four examples which represent the basic collision 

situations: 

    

In each example the smaller blue box has intersected the larger red box on one side: 

1. Right side of blue has overlapped the left side of red 

2. Left side of blue has overlapped the right side of red 

3. Bottom of blue has overlapped top of red 

4. Top of blue has overlapped bottom of red 

Let’s consider condition 1.  Would it be sufficient to say they are overlapped because the right side 

of the blue box is past the left side of the red?  Hmm, what about the following examples? 

   

 In 1a the right blue side is past the left red but the blue bottom is above the red top. 

 In 1b the right blue side is past the left red but the blue top is below the red bottom. 

 In 1c the right blue side is past the left red but the blue left is past the right red. 

In each case, the blue bounding box has not intersected the red even though the right side of the 

blue is past (greater than or equal to) the left of the red.  This tells us we need to consider all four 

sides of each box.  Either the left or right side of the blue must be on or in the red at the same time 

the top or bottom of the blue must be on or in the red. 
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We will know the bounding boxes intersect when: 

1. Red left  ≤  Blue right  ≤  Red right (the blue right is on or inside the red box) 

OR 
 Red left  ≤  Blue left ≤ Red right (the blue left is on or inside the red box) 

2.  Red top  ≤  Blue top  ≤  Red bottom (the blue top is on or inside the red box) 

OR 
 Red top  ≤  Blue bottom  ≤  Red bottom (the blue bottom is on or inside the red box) 

Take a moment and use these criteria with examples 1 – 4 above (copied here).  Do they all work? 

    

Yes they do!  Are there other conditions?  Indeed there are: you can have corners overlapping, one 

box completely inside the other, etc, etc, etc. 

So how do you code this?  Well…all you need to know is the coordinate of each side of both boxes 

and put them into a set of conditionals and you have it!  A PictureBox control has a very 

convenient property called Bounds which will tell us the x coordinate of the left and right edges 

and the y coordinate of the top and bottom. 

Also, our algorithm here is to determine if one box is partially inside the other…we’ll need to 

make sure we check it both ways: box1 partially in box2 or box2 partially in box1. 

Here is an example checking if box1 is partially in box2…remember you will need to check 2 in 1 also: 
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Wow, so this can be a lot of work ... especially considering the above code is incomplete because 

we also need to do the same for box2 in box1. 

I’ll confess, there is a much easier way, at least with PictureBox controls.  This is such a common 

thing to do with PictureBox controls that they built the ability to determine if one PictureBox is 

intersecting with another into the control itself.   

Actually they built it into the Bounds property … all you have to do is: 

 

Isn’t that much easier?  Yeah, I’m mean… 

Don’t forget this only works with the rectangular PictureBox control.  If you have a different 

control or don’t want to have a single rectangular bounding box around your sprite, you are going 

to have to the work / checking yourself. 

So now your task … create a GUI that has two sprites on it and: 

1. Move each around the screen using key controls 

2. Add collision detection 

3. When the sprites collide, toss up a message that says “COLLIDED!” 

a. You can use a message box to create a simple pop-up dialog with a message like this: 

 


